GPS TRACKER ENCLOSURE ENGINEERING
Here are the input data and points discussed until now:

1. Detailed PCB 3D model (sent by dropbox)
2. GPS tracker case has to be Waterproof, we have established that IP65 isolation is enough for this
project.
IP 65 means protection from dust and from water jets.
I’m thinking there should be a sort of O-Ring between the two shells all around the pcb to isolate it.
See image below

So the screws to fix the two shells together will be outside this area.
Battery door,usb connector, reset button and other ports will be the critical points where the water
and dust should come in. To avoid this issue my suggestion is to place a sort of silicon caps to cover
the ports. You can find a similar solution on the cameras. See image below

3. Shock – Resistant
To obtain a shock resistant case, first of all we need to choose the right material.
My suggestions are:

-

HIPS (High impact Polystyrene) see PDF attached about HIPS details

-

TPE/TPU polymer

After this there will be my attention during the engineering to find the geometric solutions
to increase the shock resistance. My suggestion is also to do a FEA analysis.

4. Timing

-

Engineering : 2 weeks. I will start as soon as I receive the inputs from the product designer

-

Prototype: there will be a stop to create the first prototype and then there will be all the
changes to apply to the model to avoid any problems that can be found on the prototype.
3-4 days

-

2D Drawings, exploded views for production and moulder – 1 week

-

There should be also other changes to apply to the model by suggestions of the moulder.

These suggestions usually are for reduce molding costs.

5. Quotation
Usually I prefer to work with an hourly rate but you asked me to do a fixed price.
Considering the timing above this is my best quotation for this project:

-

Full Engineering for a GPS tracker case

€ 1400,00

Payment method: through Upwork site

Usually with a fix price project I prefer to divide the cost in three steps:

1. 30% at the beginning
2. 30% after the first prototype
3. 40% at the end of the project

Don’t hesitate to ask me clarifications about price, timing and so on. I’m open to find the best solution
for both.

Best Regards

Alberto Eduati

